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The Duty to Settle, Responding to 
Time-Limited Demands and 
Extracontractual Liability 



Bad Faith Questions and Concerns: This is About YOU

Bad faith liability can flow from the rejection of a 
time-limited demand

No evidence of malice or intentional wrongdoing is necessary 
to find bad faith in handling a time-limited demand

Goal for this webinar: How to protect yourself

Ask questions!



Southern General Insurance Co. v. Holt

In the Beginning: Holt and its Aftermath

The Holt Demand

Written offer:

• Demanding a settlement at or below policy limits

• Acknowledging claimant may file suit

If judgment exceeds policy limits, claimant can file 
suit to obtain excess judgment and attorney fees 

against insured

Insurer may be liable for damages to the insured 
for failing to settle the claim of an injured person

Insurer must give equal consideration to the 
interests of the insured



Post-Holt Law Develops

Cotton States 
Mutual v. 

Brightman (2003)

Insurer is negligent in 
failing to settle if the 

ordinarily prudent 
insurer would 

consider choosing to 
try the case created 
an unreasonable risk

Frickey v. Jones
(2006)

If insurer insists on a 
condition in 

responding to a 
demand, and that 
condition was not 

part of the demand, 
the response is 

deemed a 
counteroffer

Fortner v. Grange 
Mutual (2009)

Tendering policy limits 
may not absolve insurer 
of excess liability where 

insurer places a condition 
on acceptance

Jury may consider 
whether condition was a 
reasonable response to 

demand



Classic Bad-Faith Set Up

Bad 
Faith 

Set-Up

Payment of 
policy limits

Within a short 
period of time

Limited liability 
release

No 
indemnification 

No agreement 
to resolve liens



Some Legislative Relief: O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1

Creates Boundaries for 
Certain TLDs

• Requires: 
• Demand in writing

• Certain information included

• At least 30 days to respond

• Allows insurer to seek 
clarification on certain 
issues without creating 
counteroffer

BUT . . . its Scope is Limited

• Only applies to:
• Bodily injury

• Arising out of auto accident

• Pre-suit TLD 
(NOT pre-service)



Duty to Engage in Settlement Negotiations 
versus

Duty to Respond to Settlement Demand

• First Acceptance Insurance Co. of Georgia v. Hughes (2019)No duty to negotiate

• The injured party presents a valid offer to settle

• The demand is within the policy limit

The duty to settle 
arises where

• EC liability does not attach to failure to engage in settlement 
negotiations without a valid demand

• Puts even more focus on the TLD

Why is this 
important?



Unique Issues with TLDs:
Liens and a Possible Safe Harbor

•Safe harbor from extracontractual liability where:
• “The insurer promptly acts to settle a case . . . ” AND

• “The sole reason of the parties’ inability to reach a settlement is 
the plaintiff’s unreasonable refusal to assure the 
satisfaction of any outstanding hospital liens”

•Southern General Insurance Co. v. Wellstar Health System, 2012

•Recently relied on by the Northern District of Georgia to 
grant summary judgment to an insurer
•Kemper v. Equity Insurance Co., 2019

•But – beware of pitfalls to this safe harbor



Unique Issues With TLDs: Multiple Insurers

But – beware of pitfalls to this safe harbor 

Case focused on a situation where the demand was made on more than one insurer but 
rationale could apply to other factual scenarios

Safe harbor can be created “by meeting the portion of the demand over which it has control, thus doing 
what it can to effectuate the settlement of the claims against its insured”

Cotton States Mutual Insurance Co. v. Brightman (2003)



Unique Issues With TLDs: Death Cases

• Two claims arise after a person’s death: 
1. Claim for wrongful death

2. Claim of the estate

•Both claims fall under the per person bodily injury liability limit

•What do you do with a demand offering to settle one death claim, 
but not the other?
• Linthicum v. Mendakota Insurance Co. (Eleventh Circuit, 2017)

• Shin v. Infinity Insurance Co. (Northern District of Georgia, 2019)



The Law in Practice: 
Tips for Responding to a TLD

Counteroffers include:

Releases with new or 
additional terms

Change to payee of 
the limits

Requesting payment of all 
outstanding medical liens

Counteroffers 

don’t include:

Asking if medical liens exist

Requesting copy of medical 
records referenced in TLD

Requesting extension of 
time to respond to TLD

1. Avoid Counteroffers



The Law in Practice: 
Tips for Responding to a TLD

2. Act promptly

• Diary, send up chain of command, start investigation and evaluation

3. Read TLD closely

• Which claims are included and excluded?

4. Assess risk thoughtfully

• Give equal consideration to insured’s risk and insurer’s risk



The Law in Practice: 
Tips for Responding to a TLD

5. Disclose to insured completely

• Fully inform insured of demand and all risks associated with demand

6. Ask for more information/clarification carefully

• In writing

• Extensions

• “Precatory language”

7. Comply with condition of performance fully

• A condition making payment within a certain amount of time after acceptance is 
a valid condition that must be met by the insurer



A Bad Faith Lawsuit is Filed: Now What?

•How the demand was evaluated

•Why the demand was rejected
Main focal points

•No easy checklist

•No true safe harbor

Subjective 
determination

•Time period from date of demand through date 
of rejection

Focus on the 
“danger zone” 

•Document the file

•Communicate with the insured

•Follow company policies and procedures

How do you fit into 
the defense



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
Focus on the Claim Notes 

Your claim notes will be put under a microscope and read back to you

Clear, detailed documentation of handling of demand is critical to defense 
of an EC claim

Detailed documentation protects against a fading memory

Lack of documentation makes it easier to challenge what was done when 
handling the demand



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
What were the Insureds Told?

You are in control of these communications 

Communication with the insured (and documentation of those communications) 
are critical to answering these questions

Duty is owed to your insureds and the focus in the bad faith lawsuit is on the insureds 

Did you give the insured’s interest 
sufficient consideration?

Did you gamble with the funds of 
the insured?

Would a reasonable insured want 
the demand paid?



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
Communications with the Insureds

• Initial transmittal of the demand letter

• Communications discussing the of risk of excess judgment

• Communications regarding the right to retain outside counsel

• Communications regarding the evaluation of the claim, defenses and risk 
presented

• Communication regarding the plan for the response to the demand

• A copy of the response to the demand 



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
What is the Insured’s Position?

Insured agrees with decision to reject demand

• Get it in writing or confirm it in writing

• Makes it difficult to make the argument that the insured’s interests were not 
protected

Insured disagrees with decision to reject demand

• Listen and re-evaluate

• Consult outside counsel if appropriate

• Document the file

18



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
Company Policies and Procedures

Follow the policy 
for handling TLDs



Defending a Bad Faith Lawsuit:
Summary Judgment as the Goal

•Challenges to winning on summary judgment
• The “reasonableness” standard almost always gives room to argue questions of 
fact exist

• Hesitant judges

• Competing expert opinions

•With the right case, summary judgment is possible 
• Legal reason why the demand is not enforceable 

• Unique factual scenarios

•Doing what you can in real-time while handling the demand will 
help in the long run 



THANK YOU!

Lauren Woodrick
lauren.woodrick@swiftcurrie.com
404.888.6122

Myrece Johnson
myrece.johnson@swiftcurrie.com
404.888.6150
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